
Slurry Sanding/Stock Prep

The majority of woodworkers follow the rule of dry sanding with the grain so as not to create "cross grain" scratches. Does not 

really matter much if you are using an orbital sander and sandpaper greater than 400 grit. 400 grit can show scratches when 

top coated with a water clear topcoat/finish. 600+ will not.

Non Water Clear topcoats and/or stained substrates won't show many scratches cause both of those chemicals simply cover em 

up with a color caste.

Most experienced woodworkers do not use a filler or sanding sealer. Major reasons are that they are fundamentally glue or 

resin as the bonding agents, with some type of filler, 99.9% of the time it will be some type of finely ground silica. 

What they do is fill the pores with a different color and different texture then the surrounding wood. Since the bonding agents

are essentially PVA based you cannot color them. Stains will lay on top and mute em but dyes won’t penetrate or lay on top so 

you defeat them with a filler. Since most of the pores are so small it is hard to notice and besides unless you use a “water 

clear” topcoat/finish like clear Shellac or Lacquer, the topcoat is gonna color em over anyway.

Another protocol for wood prep is one called by many wet slurry sanding. Wet slurry sanding is used to create a slurry of fine 

particles from the original substrate, color and fiber wise, and fill in the pores and grain with that “sludge”. Idea is to fill the 

pore with the same color, the same fiber and cellulose, the same grain pattern and the same consistency of the original 

substrate.

The procedure is to spray some water on the stock to get it wet then using 600 wet/dry black automotive paper DRY sand the 

raised fibers and cellulose. While they are wet some of them the will embed into the pores. Let dry overnight and have at it 

again. Repeat until you can no longer feel the fibers being raised.

This is done with bottled water not with the colorant in the lube. Some folks wet sand with the colorant but the best 

results will be to fill with the color of the wood and then color afterwards.

When you slurry sand with bottled water you fill that trough with matching stuff of the wood itself and when you do that you 

end up with a single “side” showing. . . . the top.

When you add a color you then add that color mostly in an even shade to the entires subtrate.

Now if you add a colorant, even a dye, to the sanding process you are filling those troughs with a sludge of color. Sanding 

particles already colored. Each time you sand, you will add more color to the troughs and when done they will be darker then 

the surrounding wood even when leveled out. The process defeats the advantages of dyes vs stains and essentially makes the 

dyes act like stains which are simply thin paints.

Not a good idea. Adding color to the stock is done after the stock prep, not during.

The slurry is left on to dry which forces more of the sanded particles back into the wood as it dries and seals them in there. You 

leave the dried slurry on. Then you wet sand again, not removing the slurry but sanding over it which creates an even finer 

filler and again let it dry. Generally you do this over a 5 day period for 5 "applications" or 1 a day. Gonna look ugly. Patience is 
a key here.

After 5 applications then you need to remove the “chalky” portion of the slurry. 

There are two ways to do this.

The first is to gently use a damp old T-Shirt to wipe it off. Gentle means gentle. You don't want to pull the slurry out of the 

pores.

The second way is to get some 1000 grit wet/dry black automotive paper and gently DRY sand, actually just wiping, with the 

grain. Might be safer for a DIY guy/gal.

When you are done then close your eyes and gently wipe your finger tips over the stock.

With your eyes closed the tactile sensitivity of your finger tips will dominate vs if you keep your eyes open, your view will 

interfere with that.

If you have an area that you can feel is depressed then you can touch that up, let dry etc. Ditto for one that feels scratchy.

When you feel everything is nice and smooth then you let the stock dry for 72 hrs and then give it one more GENTLE DRY

wiping with the 1000 or 1200 grit wet/dry black automotive sandpaper with the grain, and you are ready to color or topcoat. 

Again, all you want to do is get the “fuzz” off. Your choice. The higher the grit the smoother the finish. . . . to a point. If you

did the prep well you can get the fuzz off with an old towel. If you miss some it is not a deal breaker.

Give it a final check and you are ready to color. 

If you are gonna do wet slurry sanding, the rewards will be the greatest on some really nice wood from a color standpoint but 

even on lower grades the color will be more even and the substrate for sure will be much smoother which will add a bunch to 

the depth and sheen when you do topcoat.
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Some of this stuff is fairly esoteric for RFC stockwork, but my primary hobby is making Reproduction Antique Furniture so 

stuff like this applies there also applies to any woodworking.

Just depends on how much time you want to put in. Labor time is small but clock time is large.

noremf(George) 

Mr. "Azguy" has posted some independant results about this protocol on "Black Walnut BR Stock". 
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